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Agenda Introductions  
Introductions & Purpose of the Call  

Nick Lyons 

Entrepreneur and former Banker having raised over US$92B in the Public and Private 
Equity Capital Markets. While at Robert Fleming he was a Director of Equity Capital 
Markets and Syndication & Head of Technology private placements. At JPMorgan he was 
VP Financial Sponsors group ECM, and VP of UK Institutional Advisory PFG, He was a co-
Founder of Crescent a Bayesian Machine Learning Technology Co. & AdAstra a systematic 
CTA Hedge fund which was sold to Aspect Capital. Arkeytyp & Valu is the third company 
Nicholas has founded or co-founded. 

Overview of the Current Pandemic Response  
Situation Report: City / State / Federal  

Assemblyman Ron Kim 

He serves in the New York State Assembly representing the 40th District, which includes 
portions of Whitestone, Flushing, College Point, and Murray Hill in Queens. First elected 
in November 2012, Kim became the first Korean American elected in New York State.  
Ron currently sits on the following Committees: Education; Health; Social Services; 
Governmental Operations; Housing; Corporations, Authorities and Commissions.  
He is a member of the Black, Puerto Rican & Asian Legislative Caucus. In April 2015, he 
was appointed as the Chair of the Task Force on New Americans; in January 2017, he 
was appointed as the Secretary of Majority Conference.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitestone,_Queens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flushing,_Queens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_Point,_Queens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murray_Hill,_Queens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_Americans_in_New_York_City


Agenda
Current State of the Pandemic 

Dr. Robert C. Bollinger 
 
Dr. Bollinger is the Raj and Kamla Gupta Professor of Infectious Diseases at the Johns Hopkins 
University (JHU) School of Medicine, and he holds joint appointments in International Health at the 
Johns Hopkins (JH) Bloomberg School of Public Health, and in Community Public Health at the JH 
School of Nursing. He is Founding Director of the Center for Clinical Global Health Education 
(CCGHE), Director of the JHU Fogarty India Program, and Associate Director for Medicine of the JH 
Center for Global Health. He is board certified by the American Board of Internal Medicine in 
internal medicine and infectious diseases.   He served as a member of the US Presidential Advisory 
Council for HIV/AIDS (PACHA), a member of the PACHA International Sub-committee, and a member 
of the Institute of Medicine Forum on Public-Private Partnerships for Global Health and Safety. He 
also currently serves as a member of the NIH Fogarty International Center Advisory Board. 

Current State of the Art - CAIPA Budgets & Mobile Testing 

George Liu, MD, Phd, Peggy Sheng and Shirley Huang 
  
Members of Coalition of Asian American Independent Physicians Association (CAIPA). CAIPA is one of 
the most successful independent practice associations in Greater New York with over 1,000 private 
practice providers, covering over 70 specialties. Our provider network currently provides medical 
services and care to about half-a-million patient population in the Asian community. Their mission 
has always been to unite the top health professionals to deliver culturally sensitive and quality 
care, utilizing the most cost-effective approach.  To that end they have been delivering Covid19 
mobile testing to their local community over the past 2 weeks. 



Agenda
Testing & Telemedicine Technology 

Sundar Subramanian 

Sundar is Chairman of IBCC, whose holdings include Cambridge Technology Enterprises, Knome, 
MTPV, Cambridge Energy Resources, ThriveHive and DNSstuff. He is Chairman of Knome and Sialix 
and General Partner at Higher Moment Capital. He previously served as Chairman of I-Cube, C-
bridge, Open Environment Corporation, and OneWave – all of which completed IPO’s and 
Answerfriend (Inquira, acq Oracle), WorldStreet (acq Thomson Reuters) and Integrated Computing 
Engines (acq Media100), director of DNSstuff (acq Solarwinds) and Managing Partner of Cambridge 
Samsung Partners, a Venture Capital firm. He has an MBA from MIT and an MS from HST (Harvard-MIT 
Health Science and Technology). 

Overview of Verus  
ZKE-DiD Testing, Attestation Track & Trace  

Mike Toutonghi 
 
Mike is a 30+ veteran of the technology industry and is lead developer for the Verus Coin Project. 
Verus Coin is using its fairly launched, zero knowledge privacy coin and technology to power public 
blockchains as a service and applications that use them, including polls, voting, and identity. A 
former Vice President and Technical Fellow at Microsoft, recognized founder and architect of 
Microsoft's .Net platform. He is an ex-Technical Fellow of Microsoft's advertising platform, an ex-CTO 
of Parallels Corporation, and experienced in distributed computing and machine learning architect. 

Michael F Toutonghi  
 
Michael, the lead Verus GUI developer, has helped Verus set new standards in cryptocurrency ease of 
use on both Mobile and Desktop. Michael's passion for and understanding of user experience shows in 
Verus Desktop's user acclaimed design and implementation, which he works to improve and advance 
with every release 



Agenda
Overview of the IVL - Public Benefits 

Inclusive Valu Ledger 
Prof Robert Hockett 

Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
His principal teaching, research, and writing interests lie in the fields of organizational, financial, 
and monetary law and economics in both their positive and normative, as well as their national and 
transnational, dimensions. His guiding concern in these fields is with the legal and institutional 
prerequisites to a just, prosperous, and sustainable economic order. A Fellow of the Century 
Foundation and regular commissioned author for the New America Foundation, Hockett also does 
regular consulting work for the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the International Monetary Fund, 
Americans for Financial Reform, the 'Occupy' Cooperative, and a number of federal and state 
legislators and local governments. 

Overview of Governance Issues  
Self Sovereign Identity 
John Henry Clippinger 

John is a researcher, entrepreneur, and activist around decentralized, autonomous, self-organizing 
systems with a focus on generative governance and finance for climate change and social equity. He 
is Co-founder of The Token Commons Foundation, and a Research Scientist at the MIT Media Lab. He 
was founder and Co-Director of The Law Lab at the Berkman Klein Center at Harvard Law School. Dr. 
Clippinger is a contributor and co-editor From Bitcoin to Burning Man and Beyond; The Quest for 
Identity and Autonomy in Digital Society, (2014), the author of A Crowd of One: The Future of 
Individual Identity (Perseus, Public Affairs, 2007, and The Biology of Business, Natural Laws of 
Enterprise Josey Bass, 1998). Dr. Clippinger is a graduate of Yale University and holds a Ph.D. from 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
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Public health, Homeland Security  
Future Proofing & Preparedness 

Dr. Oren Fuerst  

A serial inventor/ entrepreneur with deep experience in healthcare and Fintech. He is the inventor of more 
than 20 patents and had led multiple exits based on these and other technologies. Initiator and former co-
Director of the Technology Strategy and Valuation Program at Columbia Business School. Served as a faculty 
member at the Yale International Center for Finance, & Tsinghua University. Commercialized and managed 
health and other innovations with multiple Fortune 100 industrial and healthcare companies like Toyota 
(NYSE:TM) and Becton Dickinson (NYSE:BDX).Significant experience in public health and Homeland security 
healthcare preparedness products, including large scale digital health, diagnostics and therapeutics projects 
with and for public organizations including the U.S. and other governments, multiple local states and 
provinces, World Health Organization, The Global Fund, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Premier 
projects included platform for mass biodefence vaccination preparedness post September 11 and the largest 
vaccine clinical study conducted in the world, performed in Africa. Co-founded and led Tevel, a global network 
of investors and an innovation Hub and community. Education: Ph.D. and MA from Columbia Business School and 
BA (Dual Magna cum Laude) Tel Aviv University. 

Dr Dari Shalon 
 
Dari worked as an entrepreneur and investor focusing on life science-oriented ventures. At the age of 29, Dari became the 
cofounder, President, and CEO of Synteni, a company established to commercialize the DNA chip technology he developed at 
Stanford University. With his leadership, the company became a major player in the global genomics industry, resulting in the 
1999 acquisition of Synteni by Incyte Genomics (NASDAQ: INCY). After successfully integrating Synteni into Incyte, Dari became 
the Founder and Director of the Center for Genomics Research at Harvard University. The new multidisciplinary center 
integrated research from the departments of biology, chemistry, physics, engineering and computer science at Harvard to 
advance the understanding of complex biological systems.  Dari holds a PhD in Biotechnology Engineering from Stanford 
University and a BS and MS in Engineering and an MBA from MIT. 



How do we prevent the Virus spread, Help People get Back to Work, and 
avoid compromising Civil Liberties?

PROBLEM 1 - CONTAINMENT - LOCKDOWN
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Milestones

FAIR LAUNCH

No  
Pre-mine/No ICO 
mainnet launch 

May, 2018

UNIQUE

Fair 50% proof of 
work, 50% proof 
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PBaaS

Massively scalable 
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Testing 2019 
Release Q2/2020 
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How do we prevent the Virus spread, Help People get Back to Work, and 
avoid compromising Civil Liberties?

PROBLEM 2 - TRACKING & TRACING
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Public Identity  
Private Verifiable Information

Global Public 
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IdentityScale

HD Wallet

Publicly Verifiable  
Ability to Sign

Enables non-correlatable,  
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Uni Sig
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How do we prevent the Virus spread, Help People get Back to Work, and 
avoid compromising Civil Liberties?

PROBLEM 3 - TESTING & ATTESTATIONS
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How do we prevent the Virus spread, Help People get Back to Work, and 
avoid compromising Civil Liberties?

PROBLEM 4 - SOLUTION = LOCAL ECONOMY RECOVERY
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A simplified hybrid solution to a complex problem 
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Features

MINING & STAKING

Enables 
simultaneous 

mining & staking of 
up to 22 

blockchains per 
person

ACCESSIBLE

Potentially 
millions worldwide 
Staking on Mobile 

ECOLOGICAL

conserving energy 
while enabling 
unlimited scale 

FAIR

Rent-free currency 
conversion for 

interoperability

MINT

Each blockchain can 
mint subordinate 

IDs

GOVERNANCE

Enables named 
blockchains for 

currency services 
governance, 

fractional reserves, 
or voting 

Fractional reserve 
currencies enable 
shared liquidity 

across entire multi-
chain network 
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Accessible to Everyone  
Even the Unbanked

Easy Onboarding 
Secure Distribution 

Proven Solution 20m+

*Patented Hardware IP Held by Arkeytyp IP Ltd.
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zke-DIDs enable  
Encrypted Connection Storage

Solution

Public, encrypted, zero knowledge messages  
sent to zero knowledge endpoints  

Stored on the blockchain for recipient,  
or as disclosable proof of “registration” 

Recipient may or may not know Sender  

Sender cannot identify recipient through recipient’s  
z-address/endpoint  

Bidirectional disclosure is possible, but not required 

Z-address endpoints can be used for any Application  
where some or a great deal of privacy is required.  

Votes maybe be kept secret until after voting is complete  
by release of viewing key for the z-address voting endpoint  

for simultaneous, public disclosure



How do we prevent the Virus spread, Help People get Back to Work, and 
avoid compromising Civil Liberties?

PROBLEM 5  - SOLUTION = VACCINE
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 26 , 2020

To America ' sGovernors :

Asyou know , on March 16 , 2020 I published my Coronavirus Guidelines for America . States,
localities, and citizens across our country have responded to this call to action in full force ,
making tremendous sacrifices in support of our National effort to defeat the virus. I want to
thank each of you, along with your frontline responders and essential workers , for stepping up to
help America confront this unprecedented global pandemic . Together , we are proving that no
challenge can match the indomitable strength , ingenuity , and determination of the American

people.

There is still a long battle ahead , but our efforts are already paying dividends . As we enhance
protections against the virus, Americans across the country are hoping the day will soon arrive
when they can resume their normal economic , social, and religious lives.

In furtherance of this shared goal,myAdministration is working to publish new guidelines for
State and local policymakers to use in making decisions aboutmaintaining, increasing , or
relaxing social distancing and other mitigation measures they have put in place .

This is what we envision: Our expanded testing capabilities will quickly enable us to publish
criteria, developed in close coordination with the Nation 's public health officials and scientists ,
to help classify counties with respect to continued risks posed by the virus. This will incorporate
robust surveillance testing, which allows us to monitor the spread of the virus throughout the

country . Under these data-driven criteria ,wewill suggest guidelines categorizing counties as
high- risk, medium -risk, or low - risk

With each passing day, our increasingly extensive testing capabilities are giving us a better
understanding of the virus and its path . As testing gives usmore information aboutwho has
been infected, we are tracking the virus and isolating it to prevent further spread. This new
information will drive the nextphase in ourwar against this invisible enemy.

The virus has inflicted a heavy toll on our country . A number ofour fellow citizens have
tragically succumbed to its ravages, whilemanymore are fighting for their lives. Wemourn
alongside those who have lost loved ones, andwe send our prayers for the recovery of all who
are still sick . In their honor,wepledge to marshalevery resource and powerwehave to
overcome and vanquish this threat.
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